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A “university system” with 2 institutes of technology, 
as well as 4 national laboratories and many places
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Key figures

Students and doctoral students Employees (headcount)

35,235 23,472

ERC Grants received Spin-offs founded per year

40 66



Focussing on STEM !

Mechanical engineering Architechture Exact sciences Natural Sciences
Electrical engineering Civil Engineering Computer science Health Sciences

ETH Zurich EPFL Other universities



Three pillars for the sustainable success of the ETH Domain
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International agreements ETH Act ERI Dispatch
and research programmes

International 
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Good governance
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financing
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71% total federal contribution

15% research contributions of Federal Government/EU

13% third party funding

1% tuition fees



A strong international positioning

In most university rankings, about half of the 

12 classical Swiss universities are in the top 

200 universities worldwide.

Comparison: approx. 2,500 universities in the USA

Rank QS World University Rankings 2021

1 MIT

2 Stanford University

3 Harvard University

4 Caltech

5 University of Oxford

6 ETH Zurich
...

14 EPFL
...

69 University of Zurich (UZH)
…

106 University of Geneva

114 University of Bern

149 University of Basel

169 University of Lausanne



Openness: ability to recruit the best minds worldwide
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Internationality as a key success factor: Students and 
doctoral students

Doctoral students

Master students

Bachelor students

Source: ETH Domain Annual Report 2020
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Researcher mobility of selected nations

Source: SNF, GlobSci survey, Franzoni C. et al., May 2012

Immigration Emigration

9
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Not “brain drain” nor “brain gain” but “brain circulation”

• According to a Nature study from 2012, Switzerland was the only surveyed 
country to employ more foreign than domestic researchers. 

• Switzerland was also the country with the second-highest number of researchers 
leaving the country (after India). 

Source:  Van Noorden, R. (2012). Nature, 490 (7420), 326–329.
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EUPRIO – European Association of Communication 
Professionals in Higher Education
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EUPRIO brings together 
communication professionals 
working in higher education
all over Europe

In essence:



25 countries: large & small
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The EUPRIO Portfolio “formats”

Workshops
The 

Network

Dissimination

Mobility 
Program 

Online 
activities

Prof. development

Knowledge tansfer

Platform

Local 
initiatives

Prof. development
Dissimination

EUPRIO
Awards

Prof. developmentKnowledge

Prof. development



25 countries, 230 HE institutions
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Trends in science communication

1. Greater importance of science communication after the pandemic. Dialogue between science and society 

and especially politics should be strengthened. 

2. Loss of sovereignty of communication in the university managements and directorates through decentralised

communication and social media

3. Successful research through globalization and digitalization causes internationalization and stronger 

cooperation (inter- and transdisciplinary) in research and education

4. Universities should go back to the core of what universities are and what our values are and how research is 

done. We need to show that research and higher education means “discussions”
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Greater importance for communication in 
the field of Higher Education after the
pandemic
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Dialogue as main strategic goal

Global and Inclusive 
Education

Ensuring and
Encouraging

Scientific Excellence

Dialogue Between
Science and Society

Environmental 
Impact

Accelerating
Technology for

Good

New Forms of
Employment

New or Existing Activities of the Institutions
& Joint Initiatives of the ETH Domain

Global Challenges

Human Health
Energy, Climate
& Sustainable
Environment

Responsible
Digital 

Transformation

Advanced
Materials & Key 

Technologies

Engagement & 
Dialogue with

Society

Strategic Areas of the ETH Domain

Fundamental Discovery Science



The relevance of higher education
communication

– organizational science communication – including communication in, from 

and about higher education institutions – is increasingly important20



Studies of HEI comm are scarce & have
blind spots

21

Schäfer & Fähnrich 2020

• mostly focus on US/UK/GER

• hardly any comparative work

• focus mostly on research 

universities
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Four trends in HEI communication?

22

– INTENSIFICATION, e.g.

• more human & financial 

resources devoted 

to communication 

• producing more output 

PROFESSIONALIZATION, e.g.
• hiring staff with specialized 

comms background
• strategic planning of processes 
• networking & professional org’s

DIVERSIFICATION, e.g.
• catering to more target groups 

• using more channels & 
more diverse comms formats

ALIGNMENT W/
ORGANIZ. GOALS, e.g.

• image/reputation building
• seeing comm as assisting leadership 

& leadership instrument



1. What do respondents see as goals of their HEI

23

1= not at all;  7= very much

– Respondents (again: coming mostly from research universities) see their HEIs 

as primarily aiming for excellent research, followed by high-quality teaching 

and a good institutional reputation in public.



2. How they describe their “comms” departments 

– Quite large by now: avg size > 25 people. Most have a broad portfolio of 

tasks. 

24

27%

50%

64%

67%

67%

72%

73%

75%

82%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Fundraising and sponsorship

Search engine optimisation

Communication trainings for scientists

Public Affairs

Preparing speeches & presentations for university leadership

Marketing

News media guidelines

Corporate design

Social media guidelines



2. How they describe their “comms” departments 

– Quite large by now: avg size > 25 people. Most have a broad portfolio of 

tasks. Relative autonomy of work. Report directly to HEI leadership.

25

1= not at all;  7= very much



4. What are their target groups?

– Target groups mostly at regional/local level and at national level. Much less 

often at the European or Global level. 
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1= not at all;  7= very much

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

global level

European level

national level

local / regional level



4. What are their target groups?

– Target groups mostly at regional/local level and at national level. Much less 

often at the European or Global level. Specific target groups are journalists

> HEI staff/students > general population. 
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1= not at all;  7= very much



5. What are the main channels?

– Target groups are adressed primarily via websites, media releases & 

newsletter (& social media). 
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1= not at all;  7= very much 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Self-developed mobile apps

Podcasts

Annual reports

Advertising

Video conferences / webinars

Magazines / brochures

Intranet

Exhibitions / events

Videos

E-mails / newsletters

Media releases

Websites / blogs



5. What are the main channels?

– Target groups are adressed primarily via websites, media releases & 

newsletter (& social media). Most widely used social media are Facebook, 

Insta and LinkedIn. Twitter & YT also common. Few are active on TikTok. 

29

1= not at all;  7= very much



Loss of control of the communication in 
the communication department of an 
institution in Higher Education
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“The times they are a changin’…”
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+ Das Magazin, NZZ, Le Matin, 24h, Le 
Temps, SRF, RTS, etc. + Reuters, Economist, NYTimes, Tech 

Crunch, El Pais, etc.

So we communicate to the public… 



… but mainly via the classic media!

– News on websites

– Press releases

– Press Conferences
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There’s thus a lot of work to do!

– News on websites

– Press releases

– Press Conferences

– Social media

– Newsletters

– Events for public

– Media events

– Conferences

– Political communication



The loss of control means educate your
researchers and make them ambassadors
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Social media: Twitter as an important example

– Scientists, politicians and journalists

meet on Twitter

– Many scientists are on Twitter

(and more are coming)

– You can reach journalists directly

(no Press Release needed)

– Courses for self-marketing
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Influencer Ranking of the whole domain

– A ranking on Twitter

– Find the most influential professors

– Coordinate and inform them regularly

– Use as snowball effect

– All influential researchers retweet and 

comment

– Effect: Politicians and journalists have it in 

their timeline all day long.
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Enable people as (digital) messengers

Example: 

Communication Academy

For

- PhD students

- Scientists

- Professors
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Content „Communication Academy“

Science 
Communication

Media relations

Writing for
the public

Social Media 
for scientists

Visualisations

Making 
Videos

Political 
system in 

Switzerland

Event 
management

Science 
communicati

on

Courses until 2021New

Scientific 
writing



Physical dialogue will also be key again: 
example of «Scientifica»
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International collaboration as success
factor of an institution in Higher Education
- communication departments as enabler
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Internationality: key to success in research and
innovation?

|    7 September 2021   |    How to Keep the Higher Education System in Switzerland Successful?Page 44
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Why does ETH need international visibility?
Overarching goals:
 Attract the best and brightest people for teaching and research

 Attract the best students in the world (focus: Master's level)

 Partner with universities to collaborate with the leading researchers in their 
respective fields.

 Attract international companies for cooperation / funding

 Bring benefits to society beyond the "national borders" and also demonstrate these 
benefits (communicatively).

14.11.2022
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But the world is big….. focus

For international communication this means:

 Where do we want to be visible? In which world regions / countries?

 Who do we want to address?

 Define clear (few) communication goals: What do we want to achieve? 

 How do we use the already existing "internationality" of the university in 
communication?

14.11.2022
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Our target groups:

14.11.2022
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Primary target group:

Stakeholders who are top in the field of engineering, architecture and natural 

sciences, namely:

• Potential employees (researchers)

• Potential students

• Alumni (as ambassadors)

• Media representatives



Implementation of international 
communicationOperative goals
• Bring ETH Zurich to the attention of journalists in the leading international media -

with cutting-edge research.

• Support and promote professors in their role as ambassadors 

• Enforce consistent bilingualism (DE and EN) in print and online media channels

• Use the entire international ETH community as targeted ambassadors on digital and 
analogue channels (students, alumni, researchers)

14.11.2022
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Focus: International media relations
research, research, research…

14.11.2022
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Our tool for international media relations

14.11.2022
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www.muckrack.com www.eurekalert.org www.futurity.org

Social Media:



International media relations
New challenges

14.11.2022
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Even more «hypes, scandalisation»

«strange» understanding of media

Even less control



Focus: ETH-Researcher as ambassadors
create platforms

14.11.2022
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WEF

Auftritte an internationalen 

Anlässen / Konferenzen

Initiatives with an international 

outreach



Researchers as ambassarors: 
make tools available

14.11.2022 Organisationseinheit verbal
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Focus: ETH-Community as ETH-Influencer

14.11.2022 Organisationseinheit verbal
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Alumni – digital and analog

14.11.2022 Organisationseinheit verbal

55

LinkedIn most reach
Alumni-Network / Chapters

ETH Circle – chosen

ambassadors



Purpose and values of universities:
we must explain what research means and
how it works
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Our original values: what universities represent

– The culture of discussion is the great

resource of universities!

– Going back to or initiating this change in 

universities

– Using social media and the physical to seek

a dialogue (no top-down communication)
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Industrie: Purpose

– Unboss, our story

– Novartis Vas Narashimvan

– Define the purpose and culture of the

company

– Collaborators als ambassadors and

influencers
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Encourage transparency

– The basis is openness in communication

– Internal and external communication

– Internal hub with information

– Internal = external
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Guidelines in Science Communication

• Germany made guidelins for good science

communiation and public relations

• Switzerland is starting a process to developp

guidelines in science communication
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Report about science communication:
From Status Quo Report to Recommendations 

… based on report, workshops, expert 

interviews and specialized working groups 

within broader expert group

... address science communication broadly 

as well: including the role of individual 

scientists and institutional science 

communication, science journalism, 

institutional training and support, science-

policy interfaces etc. 

… represent consensus in EG

1. Status Quo Report 2. Recommendations



Recommendations

1 Science communication & public 
engagement should become an accepted 
part of scientific culture & practice.

2 Training in science communication and 
public engagement should be part of 
curricula, especially for young scientists.

3 Communicating scientists should be 
offered professional, social, psycholo-gical
and, if necessary, legal support.

4 Improve scientists’ understanding of 
public perceptions of science and the role of 
science in society.

5 Scientists & scientific organizations should 
understand and employ evidence-based 
scicomm. 

6 A dialogue about aims and norms of 
science communication and public 
engagement is necessary.

7 Scientists and scientific org’s should show 
how science works, including uncertainties, 
different perspectives, and relevance to 
society.

8 Encourage science communication and 
public engagement with underserved 
audiences.



Recommendations

9 Support participatory research initiatives. 10 Institutional and individual science 
communication should express the specific 
values of science, such as organized 
skepticism, methodological thinking and 
intellectual openness.

11 Institutional science communication 
should be carried out and coordinated in-
house.

12 Research on scicomm in digital 
environments should be fostered through 
funding opportunities, data access and 
capacity building.

13 Science communication needs to 
counteract mis- and disinformation.

15 Communication between science and 
politics needs to be strengthened and 
institutionalized.

14 Science communication and public 
engagement with science should consider 
and reflect the diversity of science. 



Recommendations

16 A new funding infrastructure for science 
journalism is needed, which should include 
a broad range of financial sources and fund 
innovative projects and core infrastructures. 

17 Science journalism in public service 
broadcasting and established media houses 
should be strengthened, and networked 
across desks.

18 A national science news provider is 
needed to serve Swiss media houses. 

19 Financially support and foster the 
independence of freelancers.

20 Innovation in science journalism in 
Switzerland should be furthered. 




